Following the boom in Anglo-American research on fascism since the 1990s, comparative studies on fascism have gained renewed significance in continental Europe as well. Fascism, recent literature shows, cannot be defined according to a static catalogue of characteristics. The newer research is concerned more with processes and a comparison of the various paths taken by fascism. Scholars are now taking fascist self-descriptions and self-representations more seriously than previously. In addition to symbols, rituals and political actions, attention is now also focussed on the transnational entanglements, transfers, and relationships of fascist regimes, including their contacts, how they perceived each other, and their relations of exchange.
potentially unlimited and anti-individualist, it also became radicalized in and through the violently charged events of the war of annihilation.
The fascist association between vitalism and death, between the obsession with feasibility and the belief in destiny, between active "social engineering" and mythic-sacred idealization, between the invocation of allegedly timeless natural laws and driven action imperatives (acceleration dictatorships) was part of a consistently governmental policy of regimes. The interconnection between the war of annihilation and reorganization of the people, domestic policy mobilization and repression, and an order constructed through destruction dovetailed with a regime that combined populism with hierarchy, conservative stasis with mobility, and the formation of the will with military drill.
